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Losing weight can be really difficult – everyone who has been on a diet knows that. Since people
are creatures of habit and face the challenge of restructuring important parts of their lives when
changing their diet, weight loss is often not an easy task.Some people are always looking for
little helpers which can support them in losing weight and which can help them to stay lean in
the long term. Spices can be exceptionally good helpers for a healthy weight loss and a
permanent slim line.This book offers an insight into the world of spices in a structured way and in
words that are understandable to a layperson. Many books contain an exceptionally large
number of spices and can therefore easily overwhelm the reader, since a layperson does not
know in the end what he/she should choose and use.For this reason, twenty spices are
presented in an understandable way in this booklet, so that the selection of suitable spices is
pre-selected, and the reader can try out which one he/she prefers. Not everyone likes coriander
or cinnamon, and this is perfectly fine because there are enough kinds of spices for everyone.
Ideally, these spices should accompany the reader for a lifetime and improve the quality of their
life – after all, dieting has to be fun and tasty!This book was written by a health advisor & nutrition
coach with years of experience in the field of spices, also in regards to her own body.
Accordingly, a lot of personal experience is included.Have fun with the book and good luck on
your way!

"It's big and beautiful, chock full of glossy color photography, but unlike other chef-authored
cookbooks crowding the bookstore shelves these days, destined for dusty lives on coffee tables,
Vegetables is one to put right on the kitchen counter, ready to get splashed with the Swiss chard
shakshouka and coconut-carrot soup. . . . The recipes -- including ones for baked sweet potato
fries, beet tartare and 'kale cooked quickly' -- have short ingredient lists and are very
approachable for beginning cooks. At the same time, cooks who know their way around a
mandoline will be just as intrigued."―Karen Tedesco, Village Voice"With V is for Vegetables, the
New York City chef aims to help home cooks easily capture the seasonal bounty of markets in
their kitchens. This is not a cheffy tome or a vanity project. Anthony created the recipes in a
home kitchen, not at Untitled or Gramercy Tavern. They're short and mostly quick, but he adds a
smart technique here and a surprising ingredient there in the hopes of creating a unique but
accessible result. "―Joe Yonan, The Washington Post"Anthony -- who is known for his finesse
with vegetables -- currently helms the kitchen at two prominent New York City restaurants:
decades-old Gramercy Tavern and museum sensation Untitled.... V is for Vegetables, however,
is exactly how the acclaimed chef cooks at home.... Vegetables go in the center of the plate, and
the meat, if he uses any, becomes the accompaniment.... And for each vegetable, there are
multiple recipes, lessons in technique, illustrations, and even 'process shots' of a recipe coming



together, not just of the final dish."―Eater"2015 is the year of the vegetable cookbook, and chef
Michael Anthony's entry is a gift to cooks of all skill levels. A generous, unpretentious teacher, he
delivers minor epiphanies like Mushroom Broth and Walnut Mashed Potatoes and sneaks in
simple lessons for techniques like cooking with water, sweating onion, and washing
greens."―Cooking Light"The best kind of chef-written book, because it's not cheffy. Instead,
Anthony offers quick, short recipes and a wealth of tips and techniques aimed to help everyday
cooks get a variety of vegetables on their table."―Bonnie S. Benwick, The Washington Post"At
Gramercy Tavern and Untitled, chef Michael Anthony cooks up elegant, technique-driven
American fare that has earned him Michelin stars and James Beard awards. But his new
cookbook, "V is for Vegetables," is filled with delightfully doable recipes perfect for home
cooks."―New York Post"The perfect guide to the wide world of veggies."―Vogue.com"Unusually
special recipes for home cooks from a fine-dining chef...offering ingenious flavor and texture
combinations to perk up even mainstays like broccoli and carrots."―The Seattle
Times"Anthony...is a natural teacher who translates his professional experience into more than
150 recipes for home cooks. Luxurious production-gorgeous photographs by Maura McEvoy
and faux-vintage line drawings by Mindy Dubin-belies the book's workmanlike approach."―Erica
Marcus, Newsday"In this splendid tribute to vegetables, Anthony focuses on creating great
flavors and healthy meals... Enticing and gorgeous, this collection showcases the best that
nature has to offer."―Publishers Weekly (starred review)"The chef's reverence for farmers gives
it soul."―Rob Patronite and Robin Raisfeld, Grub Street"A great veggie book."―Food
Republic"This book is entirely focused on the home cook, and it shows... He breaks down
otherwise intimidating cooking lingo, like how to blanch vegetables or use a mandoline to cut
razor thin radishes to open up a world of vegetable possibilities for readers."―Angela Carlos,
The Daily Meal"You'll learn to unlock the intense flavors and healthy benefits within-one beautiful
vegetable at a time. This cookable and approachable book is sure to become a favorite among
home cooks!"―Foodista.com"You are going to want to own this book... The recipes are
scrumptious, well written, and beautifully presented."―Edible Boston --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorMichael Anthony is the executive chef-partner of Gramercy
Tavern, the executive chef and director of Untitled, and the author of The Gramercy Tavern
Cookbook. He received the James Beard Award for Best Chef in New York City in 2012. Prior to
joining Gramercy Tavern in 2006, he was the executive chef of Blue Hill at Stone Barns.Dorothy
Kalins is a two-time James Beard Award winner and the founding editor of Saveur magazine.
She produced The Gramercy Tavern Cookbook and many other award-winning cookbooks. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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20 fat burning spicesLose weight and stay slim with spices that speed up your metabolism and
boost your fat lossContentPrologue01 Ashwagandha02 Black pepper03 Cardamom04 Cayenne
pepper05 Cinnamon06 Cloves07 Coriander08 Cumin09 Garlic10 Ginger11 Ginkgo12
Ginseng13 Maca14 Mustard15 Nutmeg16 Oregano17 Paprika spice18 Rosemary19 Turmeric20
Wild garlicEpilogueLegal noticePrologueLosing weight can be challenging – everyone who has
tried it knows that. Crash or extreme diets are actually the wrong way anyway, because for long-
term weight loss and to keep your shape, the diet must be adapted and optimised. Since people
are creatures of habit and face the challenge of restructuring important parts of their lives when
changing their diet, weight loss is often not an easy task.Some people are always looking for
little helpers which can support them in losing weight and which can help them to stay lean in
the long term. Hopefully by now most people are aware that there is no magic potion for weight
loss. False advertising promises unfortunately misuse customers' hopes and their trust.But in
almost every diet there are still a few things to optimise. Spices can be particularly good helpers
for a healthy weight loss and a permanent slim line.This booklet offers an insight into the world of
spices in a structured way and in words that are understandable to a layperson. Many books
contain an exceptionally large number of spices and can therefore easily overwhelm the reader,
since a layperson does not know in the end what he/she should choose and use. For this
reason, twenty spices are presented in an understandable way in this booklet, so that the
selection of suitable spices is pre-selected, and the reader can try out which one he/she prefers.
Not everyone likes coriander or cinnamon, and this is perfectly fine because there are enough
kinds of spices for everyone. Ideally, these spices should accompany the reader for a lifetime
and improve the quality of their life – after all, dieting has to be fun and tasty!This overview was
not written by a doctor, but by a health advisor & nutrition coach with years of experience in the
field of spices, also in regards to her own body. No medical promises of healing can be made,
and spices do not replace a healthy diet in general, but they do contribute to it and have a
supporting effect.How much and how quickly a person loses weight is very individual. Every
human body is a little different, but the basic rules are the same, because we all belong to the
human species. Spices are not a miracle cure that – to put it bluntly – cause a weight loss of ten
pounds overnight. But over time, many spices have proven to be very health-promoting and
metabolism boosters.As with everything, the dose makes the poison. All spices should be
enjoyed in moderation. A lot does not always help a lot. You should also slowly get used to
everything new so that your body can adapt to changes.If you have chronic diseases, if you take
medication regularly, if you are pregnant or if you are breastfeeding a child, you should first
speak to the doctor in charge and coordinate the optimal dose of the respective spices.And now,
let's get started!01 AshwagandhaAshwagandha powder and ashwagandha
pelletsAshwagandha belongs to the nightshade family and is known by many different names -
the botanical name is Withania somnifera. However, ashwagandha is colloquially known as
winter cherry or as Indian ginseng. Ashwagandha may make you feel more energetic and
improve your concentration.Unfortunately, ashwagandha is rather unknown in the western world.



This plant has been used for health promotion for more than three thousand years, especially in
Ayurvedic medicine. It occurs mainly in (Southeast) Asia and Africa.You may have heard that
stress can make you fat or keep you fat. This is due to the stress hormone cortisol, which causes
your blood sugar level to rise rather rapidly. High cortisol levels release more glucose and fatty
acids, which is of course counterproductive when you want to lose weight. In addition, too much
cortisol is also protein catabolic. In simple words: muscle building is made difficult. This means
that more fat is stored, and muscle growth is inhibited – twice as bad for your weight loss!
Therefore, you should not only take care of your health to minimise stress factors and achieve
mental health in addition to physical health, but also to facilitate your weight loss.Ashwagandha
does not make you tired, but it has a relaxing effect. Therefore, for example, it also works for
problems with falling asleep. Ashwagandha can also be used against panic, fear, and
anxiety.Ashwagandha contains so-called adaptogens. These work extremely well against stress
and anxiety. As your stress level decreases, your body's performance logically increases, and
you can lose weight more easily. Ashwagandha can help balance your blood sugar levels, and
your body releases less cortisol.For example, a study by Choudhary et al., published in 2017,
showed that ashwagandha can reduce both body weight and cortisol levels. The study
examined 52 men, all of whom were both overweight and permanently stressed. These men
were divided into two groups: one group was given ashwagandha twice a day, one group (the
control group) received a placebo. The study was conducted for eight weeks, and in the end, it
was concluded that the ashwagandha group's body weight and stress level were lower
compared to the control group.Admittedly, ashwagandha is not exactly tasty. The taste of
ashwagandha is very bitter and earthy. With ashwagandha, for example, you can make a “latte
macchiato”. To do this, simply warm up a cup of plant-based milk (e.g. almond milk, oat milk or
cashew milk), add a teaspoon of ashwagandha powder and sweeten the drink as you like. Maple
syrup or agave syrup are good sweeteners for this. Ideally, you add a little cinnamon as you like,
because this makes the latte quite christmassy and also supports your body functions
wonderfully! Everything you need to know about cinnamon can be found in a separate chapter.If
you are still not happy with the taste, you can simply take ashwagandha as a dietary
supplement. The pure powder is particularly suitable here, which you can dissolve in water and
drink it quickly – or you use pellets or capsules containing ashwagandha.Ashwagandha-Latte-
MacchiatoRecipe suggestionIngredients:200-250 mlAlmond milk or cashew milk, alternatively
oat milk1 teaspoon1 teaspoon½ teaspoonAgave syrup or maple syrup as a
sweetenerAshwagandha powder
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Helpful for all wanting healthy metabolism. This book was well written,
easy to understand. Each spice was explained in detail. I was amazed that i could actually
understand how spices can improve one’s life. I enjoyed it so much i hope she will write a book
about healing herbs.”

Maylyn, “Weight loss. Hits on important points for. losing weight and maintaining it. Very good
information that can be easily added to a weight loss diet.”

Mrs.K. S, “Boost your fat loss. Extermley easy book to read. Well written. Good and simple
explanation on spices”

The book by Alina Daria has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 24 people have provided feedback.
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